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QUESTION 1

Examine the output of the `get router info ospf interface\\' command shown in the exhibit; then answer the question
below. 

Which statements are true regarding the above output? (Choose two.) 

A. The port4 interface is connected to the OSPF backbone area. 

B. The local FortiGate has been elected as the OSPF backup designated router. 

C. There are at least 5 OSPF routers connected to the port4 network. 

D. Two OSPF routers are down in the port4 network. 

Correct Answer: AC 

on BROADCAST network there are 4 neighbors, among which 1*DR +1*BDR. So our FG has 4 neighbors, but create
adjacency only with 2 (with DR and BDR). 2 neighbors DRother (not down). 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibits. 
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Which contain the partial configurations of two VPNs on FortiGate. 

An administrator has configured two VPNs for two different user groups. Users who are in the Users-2 group are not
able to connect to the VPN. After running a diagnostics command, the administrator discovered that FortiGate is not
matching the user-2 VPN for members of the Users-2 group. 

Which two changes must administrator make to fix the issue? (Choose two.) 

A. Use different pre-shared keys on both VPNs 

B. Enable Mode Config on both VPNs. 

C. Set up specific peer IDs on both VPNs. 

D. Change to aggressive mode on both VPNs. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

What events are recorded in the crashlogs of a FortiGate device? (Choose two.) 

A. A process crash. 

B. Configuration changes. 

C. Changes in the status of any of the FortiGuard licenses. 

D. System entering to and leaving from the proxy conserve mode. 

Correct Answer: AD 

diagnose debug crashlog read 

275: 2014-08-05 13:03:53 proxy=acceptor service=imap session fail mode=activated276: 2014-08-05 
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13:03:53 proxy=acceptor service=ftp session fail mode=activated277: 2014-08-05 13:03:53 proxy=acceptor
service=nntp session fail mode=activated278: 2014-08-06 11:05:47 service=kernel conserve=on free="45034 pages"
red="45874 pages" msg="Kernel279: 2014-08-06 11:05:47 enters conserve mode"280: 2014-08-06 13:07:16
service=kernel conserve=exit free="86704 pages" green="68811 pages"281: 2014-08-06 13:07:16 msg="Kernel leaves
conserve mode"282: 2014-08-06 

13:07:16 proxy=imd sysconserve=exited total=1008 free=349 marginenter=201283: 2014-08-06 13:07:16
marginexit=302 

 

QUESTION 4

Examine the output from the `diagnose vpn tunnel list\\' command shown in the exhibit; then answer the question
below. 

Which command can be used to sniffer the ESP traffic for the VPN DialUP_0? 

A. diagnose sniffer packet any `port 500\\' 

B. diagnose sniffer packet any `esp\\' 

C. diagnose sniffer packet any `host 10.0.10.10\\' 
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D. diagnose sniffer packet any `port 4500\\' 

Correct Answer: D 

NAT-T is enabled. natt: mode=silentProtocol ESP is used. ESP is encapsulated in UDP port 4500 when NAT-T is
enabled. 

natt: mode=silent means IPSec is behind NAT (NAT traversal) https://kb.fortinet.com/kb/documentLink.do?
externalID=FD48755 

 

QUESTION 5

Which real time debug should an administrator enable to troubleshoot RADIUS authentication problems? 

A. Diagnose debug application radius -1. 

B. Diagnose debug application fnbamd -1. 

C. Diagnose authd console ?og enable. 

D. Diagnose radius console ?og enable. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://kb.fortinet.com/kb/documentLink.do?externalID=FD32838 
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